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U.S. NUCLEAR REGUI.ATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV
. .

Repo rt: 50 445/84-03; 50 446/84-01 I'
' ' '
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Dockets: 50-445; 50-446 'I
,

Licensee: Texas Utilities Generating Company 1 f'^

.

i 2001 Bryan Tower
. ,

Dallas, Texas 75201 -

Facility Name: Comanche Peak, Units 1 and 2
.

Inscection at: Comanche Peak Site, Glen Rose, Texas

Inscection Conducted: January 30 - February 3,1984
.
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Ins pectors : CW 23*
J . ,C .- Mi g g1 s,8 Reactor Inspection Specialist Date

Ii .

YYi?!U
. T. Lettler1, iiuclear Engineer Date
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Accroved:.

D. H. Hunnicutt, Chief, Reactor Date
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I Insoection Sumary *

.c

^ ''

Insoection Conducted January 30 - February 3,1984 .

% (Reportflo. 50-445/84-03:50-446/84-01)- -

. Areas Insnected: Special announced inspection of the protective coatings' ..
program in Units 1 and 2. The inspection involved seventy inspector-hours by
two contract inspectors from Brookhaven National Laboratory.

.

Results: No violations or deviations were identified. .
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COMANCHE PEAK-TRIP REPORT

.

1. Suma ry

soecial insoection was conducted by two Brookhaven National Laboratorhh.5
(B1!L) Engineers under contract to NRC, Region IV, in order to address al-*

legetions regarding coatings inside the crimary containment at Comanche ?
Peak. The insoection was- to address the technical aspects of any coatings
allegations and problems and to review various aspects of past and present
coatings application and inspection activities at Comanche Peak. The in-
spectors interviewed various eersonnel involvid with the engineering, pur-
chasing, application, testina, and inspection of coatings. .The inspection
also included tours of the f acility; witnessing of surface preparation,

.

coatino application, and coating inspection; and review of various docu-
ments, such as procedures, specifications, qualification and test data, and.

inspection reports. .

2. Backcround.
. .

2.1 Source of Information
' '

Based on a review of three docueents, a . number of concerns regarding
the protective coatings at Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station have
been identified. One document is an interview with Individual A con-
ducted - Monday, November 21, 1933 and various statements made by that
i ndividual . A second document is a Report of Investigation, dated
August 24, 1983, entitled Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station:
Intimidatinn of Coatinas QC Personnel, Case Number 4-83-001. In this
report, various individuals made statements that include technical

The third document is an interview with Individual J con-concerns.
ducted - 14ednesday, January 4,1984 and various staterents made by
that individual. The individuals involved have requested that their
identities be held confidential.

3. Persons Contacted . . . , ..

.
,

*

(EBASCO) - Principal Corrosion Engineer* J. Fi rtel -

(TUGCO) - Site QA/DC* J. Hicks -

(EBASCO) - Principal Corrosion Engineer* T. Kelly -

M. Krisher - (TUGCO) - Reactor Building QC Supervisor
*

* J. Merritt - (TUGCO) - Assistant Project General Manager ,

(TUGCO) - Construction ManagerR. Murray -

(TUGCO) - Construction QA Supervisor* R. Tolson -

(TUGCO) - Assistant Reactor Building ManagerW. tia rd -

'

The inspector also held discussions with other licensee and contractor ,

personnel including management, engineering, quality control, construction,
,

and testing personnel.

*Present at ext t meeting on 2/3/34. e
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4. Coatinos prooran
|

"

In order to assist in the cerfarnance of an effective review of the varicusallecations relating to coatings, the inspectors reviewed the current site
organizations associated with the apolication and inspection of coatines inThe inspectors also held discussions with personnelthe Reactor Buildino. Unit I coatings work is now essentially+ at all levels of the organization.
all repair of previously applied work and is b3 ng handled thrcugh a matrix

^

f
Coatincs procedures for Unit' 1 have been rewrit-

~

organization by building.
ten in January,1984 time frame and are now separate from the Unit 2 oro-Unit 2Very little Unit 2 coatings work is currently underway.cedures. and planned and will canaence at a laterwork is currently being organized

The inspectors briefly discussed with personnel the status of back-date.fit inspecticns being performed on both units to detennine which areas re;
-

1

quired coatings rework.

Alleoation Details (see Attach.1 for complete ~ wording of each allegation)5.
.

**
.

,
.

5.1 Allenations Under Review

Allegations nunber 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 3,10,11,12 and 17.

5.2 A11ecations Renuirino Additional Information ,

To resolve allegations Number 1 and 15 will recuire either data
-

.

5.2.1 that demonstrates these systens are Design Basis Accident (05A)
and Irradiation qualified per ANSI N101.21972 or Justification
that denonstrates the total area involved with these systems is
ins tqni ficant.

To resolve allegation Number 9 will require additional coating5.2.2
qualification information which the licensee stated he would -

send.
,

.

To resolve allegation Number 13, BNL has received TWX No.
,

5.2.3 dated March 10, 1983 to J. R. George /M. R. McRay/- 9108908660,-

R. M. Kissinger/M. Wells from R. E. Ballard/M. Chiruvolu/X.
Falk, which states that lack of neutrrn radiation qualification
is not a problem for the reactor cavity coatings, since post-
LOCA water and paint will flow into vice out of the cavity.
The inspectors requested detailed calculations / justifications

.

which supported these conclusions. ,

5.3 Allecation Hunher.14 . ,

a-

it has been alleced that the nonconfornance control system is in-
coatings inspector cannot write NCRs but must useadequate in that:

unsatisfactory Inspection Reports' (irs); unsatisf actory irs can be
dispositioned by anyone; NCRs do nnt have to be signed off by the ,

person writing them; and the IR system does not ensure prob.lems are
tracked, resolved, and tyneric problems are identified.

.

.

e. g
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5.3.1 Status ,

The inspector perfarned a partial' review of these allega- I.
tions and concluded that, while some of the alleged condi- e

..

tions existed, no significant problem resulted. Someaddi-l''
tional inspection work is still required and some areas,

needing improvement were identifie4 j!
..

During the review of this area, the tnspector held discussions with the
Site Quality Assurance (0A) Supervisor', Quality Control (QC) Supervisors, QC *
Inspectors and other various site personnel. The inspector also reviewed the
following documents: .

,
.

~

- 10 CFR 50.55e Significant Deficiency Reporting

- 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Quality Assurance Criteria (App. 8)

- QI-QP - 11.4-5, Rev. 27 & Rev. 28 Inspection of Steel Substrate Primer
Repair and Seal and Finish Coat Applicati.on and Repair.

. .

.

- QI-QP - 11.4-28, Rev. 1 Protective Coatings Inspection Travelers

.- CP-QP - 16.0,,Rev. 12 Nonconformances

- CP-QP - 18.0, Rev. 14 Inspection Report

- CP-QP - 16.1, Rev. 5 Significant Construction Defici.encies

.- CP-QP - 17.0, Rev. 3 Corrective Action

- CP-QP - 15.7 Trend Analysis ,

_

- Pertinent portions of superseded revisions to selected procedures from "

- licensee's historical procedure files. .

,
,,

,

- Last three quarterly Trend Analysis reports (Quarters 1, 2, 3, 1983)
'

.

- Selected Corrective Action Requests (CARS) along with responses and' ,

follow-up documentation. .

- Selected Inspection Travelers
'

.

- Selected Inspection Reports

- Selected flonconformance Reports
.

S
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The licensee's ncnconformance control program in general meets the re-
quirements of App. 3 and is structured in a tiered manner with items of lesser
significance being handled at a lower level. As the individual items beconu '

~ nore sionificant, they are handled at a higher level. This tiered scheme al-:
lows management to concentrate on the core important matters and is effectively
used at other nuclear sites. Items of increasing importance are handled with
reports of increasing imoortance as follows: Travelers.or Inspection Reports,
NCRs, CARS, and 50.55e recorts to the NRC. The licensee's..procram also gener-
ally has provisions for escalating a sionificant item to at higner level recort
and for identifying sionificant trends amidst numerous reports. .The Trend An-.

alysis progran was detailed and appeared effective.

5.3.2 Insoection Reoorts (IR) and Travelers ,

.

Quality Control (QC) inspections are routinely performed
using either an inspection report or a traveler fann per the
procedures listed above. These forms have predetermined
attributes to be inspected and judged " SAT" or "UNSAT". In
general, and in the coatings area particularly, the lican-
see's policy is to record unsatisfactory conditions identi-*

fied during inspections as "UNSAT" conditions on these forms.
This policy, per se, is not a problem, as alleged, because
the licensee's program has provisions for reviewing, track-
inc, correcting, reinspecting, trending, and escalating

, these lower level items. Discussions with licensee manage-
ment further indicated that the Remarks / Comments sections of
these forms can and should be used by inspectors to identify

unsatisfactory conditions in the area being inspected,any
, which are not covered by the predetermined attributes.

Manacement also stated that reinspections are performed by
only qualified QC inspectors. The inspector noted that:

1) The IR and Traveler procedures did not clearly state that
the Remarks / Comments sections could be us9d for unsatis-
factory conditions other than the pre-assigned attri-

*

butes, and -

~ ~

2) The procedures did not clearly, state.who performed re-
inspections for "UNSAT" conditions. -

.

This item is unresolved and is designated Item No.
.

(445/34-0306; (46/84-0106).
.
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5.3.3 Nonconfornance Recorts

CP-OP-16.0, the controllinc crocedure for NCRs does not re-
-

strict who can write an ?CR and in fact states that it is thj '

responsibility of all oersonnel to recort nonconformances.. .'.

The inscactor noted that many had been written by a variety'-
of personnel, including coatings QC inspectors. Once writr
ten, the orocedure details the process foN resolution and
closure of the NCR. Disoosition is by th'e designated " Action

an Enoineering Sucervisor forAddressee", and is aonroved b.y
anything other than rework back to the original specified re-

~ qui rements. For rework, where the item is merely returned to
original reautrements, a Construction Suoervisor is the "Ac-
tion Addressee". In all cases, a QC/0E Supervisor approves,

the disposition and a QC inspector-will reinspect (where
certinent). The ipsoector noted that Procedures CP-QP-16.1
and 17.0 for Significant Construction Deficiencies (under
50.55e) and CARS mention that NCRs are reviewed to determine

-

, whether the NCR should be reported under those procedures.
However, the iCR Procedure, CP-QP-16.0, does not state soe-
cifically when and by whom, individual NCRs are reviewed to
determine if escalation to Procedures 16.1 or 17.0 is appro-
priate. This item is unresolved and is designaced as Item
No. (445/34-0307; 446/84-0107).

. .

5.3.4 Corrective Ac' tion Recuests

Procedure CP-0P-17.0 is the controlling procedure for Cor-
, .

~

rective Action Requests (CARS). These documents are impor-
tant in that they ensure that preventive action to prevent
recurrence of significant nonconformances is established, '

documented, and accomplished. The inspector noted that this
/.procedure was not well defined in that: ..

1. The crocedure does not clearly state when the review of -

'
individual "UNSAT" irs and Travelers, NCRs, etc. is per-
formed to see if escalation to a CAR is needed.

! . .

'

| 2. Paracraoh 3.2.2 overly restricts CARS to items requiring
'

' immediate attention.

3 '. The procedure does not clearly describe the process to be
.

followed for individual CARS. As a result, of eleven
CARS reviewed: five had no docunentation of the accept-

.

ability of the response; eight had no documentation of
the corrective action verification; and two were not

4

procotly closed. ,

i

i ..
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5.3.4 Corrective Action Recuests (Cont'd)

4. CARS'were not sent to aperceriate levels of manace ent as -
per Aco. 3. (Viz. at least one level above the action
party).

This item is unresolved and is designated as item No.
(445/34-0308; 446/34-0108).,

5.4 Allenation Number 16

A discussion was held during the entrance meeting of January 30, 1984
TUGC0 stated thatbetween TUGCO, NRC, and BNL on this allegation.

imorcoer oressure was not placed on the QC Inspectors and further
-

meetinas were to take place between TUGC0 and the NRC to resolve this
Therefore, RNL will await this further resolution of this is-issue.

sue between URC and TUGC0 before performing onsite inspections.

6. Desian Rasis*Testino of Coatinas

6.1 Test Data pack' aces

in order to address a number of the above allegations, the insoectors
recuested and received packages of data from testinq perforned accord-
ino to ANSI 4101.2 to verify that coatings will withstand design basis

The inspectors noted that the data cackages were not well-c ondi tions.
organized and did not 'aopear to have been formally reviewed and ap-

Also, it was not clear, in some of the pack-proved hv the licensee.
aces orovided, if the results were of acceptable tests or failed tests

The control(e.o. , Carboline Test Reports, Nos. 01907 and 01973).
and review by the licensee of Coatings Test Data Packages in accord-
ance with Aap. 3, Criterion XI, is unresolved and is designated item
No. (445/84-0301; 446/84-0101).

*

6.2 Coatino Film Thicknesses .

The Design Basis Test Data of Coatings presented to the inspectors did
not, in some cases, apoear to envelope the same range of coating, film
thicknesses as was actually being applied in the plant. For example,

one system in use is Carboline'191 primer, as a reoair over a power-
tooled surface of Carbo-Zinc 11 and Phenoline 305, then followed with
a final coat of Phenoline 305. This system was tested at 4.0-4.5 mils
Dry Film Thickness (DFT) of Carboline 191, but is being accepted byThe cor-procedure at an average DFT 2.0-7.0 mils of Carboline 191.

1 relation of test 0FTs to actual site applied 0FTs is unresolved and is
desionated as Ite, !!o. (445/34-0302; 446/84-0102).*

*
.
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7. Dev Filn Thickness (OFT 1 "easurement

The insoector reviewed the licensee's method of measuring dry film thick- -

ness of aoolied coatines. Paracraoh 9.2.1 of Soecification AS-31, "Pt-o- .,

tective Coatines" states that Standard SSPC-PA2-73T, " Measurement of Dry
,

Paint Thickness with Magnetic Gages" will govern the use, calibration, and
accuracy of OPI Caces. The licensee has provideo DFT acceptance Ifmits 'in
Procedure 01-0P-11.4-26. The inspector questioned the licensee's-method of
calibration and use of the nagnetic E1cometer-1110FT gages. It appeared
that neasurement tolerances and methods allowed could compound the film
thickness problem described in Paracraoh 6.2 above by allowing the span of
film thicknesses to be even larger than specified, for examole:

1. The licensee had inaoor.coriately specified a +1.0 sd1 tolerance for'

both calibration shop and field calibration oT the DFT gages (calibra-
tion sheets in shoo and field memo dated 1/24/84). From a small sam-
ple, the insnector noted actual shop calibration data that was off by'

-

0.21 nils and oose'eved an actual field calibration that was of f by ap- *

proximately 0.5 mils. .

2. The spot test allowable mininum for Carbo-Zinc 11 in QI-QP-11.4-26 was-

1.5 nils vice 1.6 nits r,er SSPC-PA2.

3. The licensee does not establish calibration corrections per SS?C-PA2.

4 The Itcenset does not correct readings for surface orofile per
SSPC oA2.

The inspector also noted that the National Bureau of Standards calibration
shims are accurate to +5".. In the worst case, with the above tolerances
at their maximum, it is theoretically possible to get a satisfactory primer
thickness reading on bare steel. This item is unresolved and is designated
Itentto.(445/S4-0303;446/84-0103).

.

-

8. Coatino Specification ?;~
.

.

The coatinos at Comenche Peak are applied in accordance with two'

*

specifications as follows: '

. ,

.

Westinchouse Scone of Supoly - Process Specification PS 597755

i RemaindeE of Plant - Specification No. 2323-AS-31
1

The inspector's review of the tfestinghouse specification has not been com-
oleted. The review of AS-31 deternined that .the specification was last re.
vised 3/15/73 and since that time had over 100 Design Change Authorizations

,

. .

,

.

..

.
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(OCAs) issued against it, making it difficutt to use. Comanche Peak Qual-
ity Assurance Plan, Section 6.0 "Occunent Control" states that appropriate
documents are controlled and changes from comments, nonconformances, or en ,

This iten isqineerino wor'< are incorporated into the revised documents.
unresolved concing the revision of AS-31 to incorporate the certinent CCAs
and is desicnated Item !!n. ( A45/84-0304; 446/84-0104).

.

9. Witnessino of r.oatino Anotication and Inscaction
.

9.1 Steel
~

The insoector toured the Reactor Building daily during the inspection
and observed work in orocress on steel components, including: surface.

preparation with power tools, cleaning with paint thinner, application,

prirer, OC insoection of primer, acolication of toccoat, and final QC
insoection, uith the exception of items noted elsewhere in this re-
port, no discreoancies were identified. The inspector noted that the
ceneral cuality of both coating application and QC inspection appeared
good. . .

9.2 Concrete - General

The inscector toured the Reactor Building . Unit 1 daily during the
inspection and observed work in process on cencrete surf aces including -
cleanino with paint thinner, application of flutec 11 prir.er, QC inspec-
tion, both orior to and after priner application. Witn the exception,

of items noted in Paragraph 9.3 below, no discrecuacies were identi-
f i ed .- The, ins:ector noted that the general quality of both concrete"
coating amplica :n and QC inspection acceared good.,

!
9.3 Concrete - Coatino Systems Overlao

Instruction Number QI-QP-11.4-27, Revision 0, dated December 29, 1983,
gives the maximum allowed overlap on page 10, third note, as 1-1/2
inches. The inspector noted that both painters and QC inspectors were*
not clear on the recuirement to limit overlap on concrete coating.sys-
tem repairs to 1-1/2 inches. It was also observed that painters ex-
caeded the 1-1/2 inch limit on overlapoing on several occasions. The
actual overlap was on the order of from 1-1/2 to several inches.-

The insoector stated that, if a 1-1/2 inch overlap was indeed a valid
criteria, that more training of personnel was needed in this area.
This item is unresolved and is designated as Item tio. (445/84-0305;,

446/84-0105).
.
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10. Unresolved Items

Areas for which more information is required to determine acceptabilityi.

are considered unresolved.. Unresolved items are contained in Paragraphs
5.14.2, 5.14.3, 5.14.4, 5.1, 6.2, 7.0, 8.0, and 9.3.

,

11. Manacement Meetings

On January .30,1984 and February 3,1984 meetings were held with plant
management to discuss the scope.and findings of this inspection. At-

-

tendees at the* exit meeting on February 3 are indicated in Paragraph 2.
. .

.
.
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os . ATT*CHMENT 1
.

ALLEGATION LISTIMG

'

1. Paragraph a.3.1.2 of Procedure Number CCP 40 states "Imoerial coatings may
he acolied in the following sequential order: #115/1201/115/1201 or 115/
1201/11/1201." Innerial letter dated May 8,1978, VBR-7697 to Mr. Kelley
Willians, second caracraoh, states: "Although the resultant systems ills /
1201/115/1201 or #115/1201/11/1201 have not been qualification tested,
there is no reason to heli, eve that they are not viable systems." Thus* *

these two systems have not been OBA qualified.

2. Specific sequencing of coatings for systems are not required. For ex-.

ample, UCR Mo. CS3-01752 dated 6/23/83, Disposition section, first para-
graoh, states: " Table A2,in Aopendix A of AS 31 specifies acceptable,

coating systens, i.e., primer and final coat product identification and
ve nd o rs. " It then poes on to say that full sequencing is not identified.
"This table does not identify full system stouencing or application para-~

no t e rs . " noes a system's sequencing change for a repair? uhy? Has the
repair seou.ence been DBA qualified?

3. DCA, No.17,142 Rev. 2, allows Carholine 305 to be applied over another
manuf acturer's ecoxy coating. Has this system been DBA quali fied?

4 nCA, No.12, 374, Rev.1, allows inorganic zine primer (Carooline CZ-11)
to be top coated by Icoerial 1201. Has this system been DBA qualified?

.

5. Procedure No. CCP-30A, Rev. 2, page 2 of 13, Paracraon 1.3.1 allows the'
poplication of Carboline 305 over the crimer Dimetcote 6 by Ameron. Has
this system been OBA oualified?

-
.

6. Procedure Mo. CCP 40 Rev. 5, page 5 of 13, Paragraph 4.1.1.3 states:
" Repair of unbedded foreign objects such as nails, rebar chairs, bolts,
wood, or plastic shall be repaired per the following guidelines before ap-
olication of MUTECH 115 surfacer." Have these systems been DBA qualified?

C

7. NCR Ho. C83-10986 discusses the cracking and flaking of concrete coatJngs
systems (NUTECH 11,115,1201). The disposition section of this NCR'

states " cracking of coatings is due to excessive stresses in the coating
during drying and curing." The allegation is 'that repairing these cracks
will not remedy the condition which caused the cracks.

,

4. Paracranh 4.1.3 of Procedure Humber CCP-30, Rev.11 states: . . .s had ows"

or ticht residue of orteer which may remain in the profile of the pre-
viossly preoared substrate is acceotable." The allegation questions the
inteority of an inorcanic zinc primer which has been applied over a steel

. substrate with metallic zine residue in the profile of the steel. The
concern is that there will he coating adhesion problems, and that the zinc
is isolated from the carton steel substrate; thus the necessary galvanic -

action will fail to occur.
. .

4
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ATTACH.9ENT 1 (C0:17'D)'

.

It is alleced that three coats of inorganic zine ori=ar have been applied9.
at Comanche Peak to obtain the required. dry film thickness. Paragrach'

3.2.4 of Instruction t1unter QI-QP-11.4.5, Rev. 27, states: "Only two (2) -
..

4
overcoats shall be aoolied." It is alleged that-this syste would lack ,

| chemical attraction or intercoat adhesion with itself. Is this three coat
[ peiner s.yste cualif ted, for examole for environmental (irradiation) con-
L' ditions and OSA conditions, under ANSI N101.2-19727

Paracraoh 3.2.2.3 of Instruction Number QI-QP-11.4-5, Rev. 27, page 8 of10. " Surf aces that have been power tooled with '3M Clean-ti-
'

27, states:
Strio,' 30 grit or coarser 'itancer wheels,' sanding discs, ' roto peans ''

or ecuivalent to provide acceptable surf ace profile. It has been alleceo
that:'

The coating system aoplied to surfaces prepared usinq the abovea.
specified power tool methods are not qualified, for example, for en-,

L,. vironmental (irradiation) conditions and DBA conditions unoer AtlSt
N101.2-1972.

The ae'ove-mentioned eetheds ornv1de a smoothing or polishing action,
^

b. rather than a penetrating action as obtained with sandblasting or with
a needle cun.

The profile that is obtained using the above-mentioned ruthocs cccurs
p c.

in a scarse pattern and not a densely packed pattern.
J. .

-

It is alleced that DCA flo.18, 489, Rev.1, allows a prjeer thickness of|

i 11. If this is so, is a coating syste having a primer coat of 0.50.5 nils.| mil thickness cualified, for t.xample for environtrental (irradiation) con-'

ditions and ORA conditions under AtiS! 101.2-19727|,

If maximun limits are used Paragraph 4.3.1.2 of Procedure Number CCP-40,12.
h

Aev. 5, allows a 102 mil thick coating system for 115/1201/ 115/1201. Is
(irradia-

tion) ysten thickness cualified, for example for environmentalthis sL conditions and DBA conditions, under ANSI 101.2-19727 .

'

It is alleged that the coatings ao' lied to areas such as the reactor corep13.
cavity will not maintain their integrity due to neutron and gamma expo-

It is further alleoed that water and flaked-off paint will flow outsure.
of the reactor core cavity in the case of a t.0CA. Are the coating systems
applied to these areas cualified under AtlSI 101.2-1972, especially for
enviromental and OSA conditions? Which areas are qualified and which*

| areas are not? If coatinos in the cavity will come off with irradiation,<

will this cause a oroolem cost-LOCA?

*
.
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